SCOOP

SCOOP
Scandinavian design
This range has an exclusive design
with solid oiled oak handles as a
unique focal point.

Good storage
The furniture in the Scoop collection
offers a lot of storage, making this a
good choice of livingroom furniture.

TENZO COLOUR NO.
605 WHITE/OAK
631 FOREST GREEN/OAK
666 SHADOW BLACK/OAK

design studio

Design by: Tenzo Design studio
This product is designed by Tenzo
Design studio. With nearly 90 years
of experience in design and
construction, we know about
manufacturing trendy Scandinavian
furniture.
The design team always works
close together with the production
team to make sure that each piece
of furniture is designed to fully
benefit the skills and capacity of our
production facility. We ensure
that the design and quality are the
best possible and we know that our
designs will last for many years to
come.

MATERIAL
Lacquered mdf and lacquered laminated chipboard.
Legs and handles of solid oiled oak.

SCOOP

DESIGN BY:
Tenzo Design Studio

7102 Highboard 2D

W:80 x D:37 x H:160 cm

White/Oak - 605

Forest green/Oak - 631

Shadow black/Oak - 666

Forest green/Oak - 631

Shadow black/Oak - 666

7105 Sideboard 2D 3Dr

W:176 x D:43 x H:101,5 cm
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White/Oak - 605
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SCOOP
EXCEPTIONAL DESIGN AND QUALITY

Exceptional Tenzo design and quality - Scoop is an exclusive furniture collection for the
contemporary home. Scandinavian design expression and thoughtful use of mixed materials bring
harmony to the living room. The warm tones of the solid oiled oak details and a smooth, durable
lacquered finish exudes the timeless Nordic touch that Tenzo is known for.
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Scoop provides functional storage space with its circular oak handles as the focal point. The Scoop
collection exudes a distinct form and presence to make a visual impact in your living room.
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